
Cash Show - Win Real Cash!

**About Cash Show**

Cash Show is a trivia show quiz in which players can win cash prizes. They simply have to answer

12 multiple choice questions from different categories correctly.

In Cash Show you can earn cash with your knowledge. The mobile game is a so-called trivia game,

which means that your general knowledge is put to the test. To win money, you simply have to

answer 12 multiple-choice questions correctly. The questions come from different categories. The

app tests your knowledge in topics such as science, art, sports or entertainment. You have 10

seconds to answer each question. If you answer the question correctly, you will move on to the

next price level. Only if you know the right answer to all 12 questions will you win the grand prize. If

there are several players who reach the last question, the price is simply split.

**Cash Show - Features:** 

- Win cash prizes: Cash Show is a trivia show quiz for smartphones and tablets, where you can win

great cash prizes. The show, which is your chance to earn money, takes place three times a day. In

this show 12 multiple-choice questions are presented to you. The questions come from different

categories such as science, art, sports or entertainment. You have 10 seconds to answer each

question. If you answer the question correctly, you will reach the next price level. It is important

that you reach at least the fifth level, since you will only gain money from this point on. The first

four questions are your entry requirement for playing for money.

- Reach the highest level: If you manage to answer all twelve questions correctly, you win the grand

prize. However, if several players succeed in answering the last question, the grand prize will

simply be split between you. 

- Show list: The app provides you with a detailed list of all shows. Here you can see what questions

occurred both in the shows today and in the shows of the last three days. A good preparation is

essential.

Conclusion: Cash Show is an entertaining trivia quiz in which your general knowledge is rewarded

with great cash prizes. The more questions you answer correctly, the more money you will win.

Since you have the chance to participate in the show three times a day, you have a good chance of

winning the money someday.


